floor standing speaker SA aura 30

SA aura 30. Simple design and big sound
floor standing speaker SA aura 30:

refreshing simplicity
SA aura 30 has the ability to surprise. You see a small floor standing speaker, but you hear a big and
breathtaking sound. The design is refreshingly simple and build quality is sky-high.
Together with a music system of a good quality SA aura 30 will give you surprising music experiences
with both energy, authenticity and finesse.
suitable for all kinds of music

You get a feeling of being in close company with the music, whether you hear pop, rock, classical or jazz.
In your home SA aura 30 will show its dynamic headroom by making the film's special effects clearer and
make the dialogue easier to understand.
intended for placement near a wall

The speaker acoustics are designed to the conditions in a normal room. This means that the speaker is
made for a placement 10-20 cm from the wall behind.
can be used with almost all electronics

SA aura 30 makes no specific requirements for your music system, to give you good sound. The amplifier
must only be of good quality and power output should be 50 watts or more.

small speakers
that lead technology
SA mastered the art of creating big sound, long before other brands.
While other brands built large and complicated speakers, SA presented in 1984 a small speaker with an
unusually big sound. At that time it was unusual to work with big sound from small speakers. Today, SA is
respected for pioneering modern loudspeakers. SA delivers a unique sound quality compared to other
speakers of similar size.

technical specifications
power handling

135 Watt

recommended amplifier

min. 50 Watt

frequency range

45 - 35.000 Hz (+/- 3 dB)

sand chamber

5 liters (appx.12 kgs)

impedance

4-8 Ohm

packing

individually

sensitivity (1W / 1m)

88 dB

weight loudspeaker (kgs)

11,3

crossover network

2500 Hz (18 dB/oct.)

dimensions (WxHxD) cm

14,5 x 98 x 20

tweeter

1 pcs. 1" TWG2504AV

packing dimensions (WxHxD) cm

32 x 109 x 34

woofer

2 pcs. 4,5" W1104AV

shipping weight (kgs)

13,6

midrange

-

recommended placement

floor, 10-30 cm from backwall

principle

2,5 way bass reflex

2 years factory warranty from purchase
date*

yes

biwiring

no

included accesories

8 spikes with nuts
and spike pad,
8 rubber feet

magnetic shielding

yes

